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GETTING STARTED ON THE RIGHT FOOT
Begins at proposal stage, develops throughout the
life of a grant
 Dept. Checklist was developed to ask proactive
questions so you can get started on Sponsored
Project Management
 Start worrying about close out at the beginning


READING AGREEMENTS


Look for Service Dates



When are the reports due? (Ex: progress and financial)



Any restrictions mentioned on award letter ?



Look for Carryover and Re-budgeting Terms to avoid pitfalls at
the end.
 Did you know state awards typically don’t allow
rebudgeting?
 Did you get the carryover you asked for (if any)



Review the approved budget
 Talk to PI is the plan staying the same or Do you need to
make changes
 Does the sponsor allow this without approval

o

Compare Agreements to PAS (Project Account Summary)

DEPT. TO PAS TO NUFIN REVIEW

PROPOSED BUDGET VS ACTUAL PLAN


Use the proposed budget to develop a spending plan.


Modular Awards- Will not have a budget so you will need to
communicate with the PI and create one.





Did you proposed a subcontract have you filed the ESPR
request
Payroll do you need to encumber anyone?







There is a lot of flexibility with these budgets but the plan is meant
to give you something to evaluate or reevaluate and generate
discussions with the PI to stay on course

start to inform payroll staff of changes

Did you get your carryover approved?
Begin placing orders
See my Department Checking in new award checklist for
additional actions you may need to consider. See Attachment
Use Projection Template to plan actual expenses

FUNDAMENTALS EVERYONE SHOULD
KNOW


What type of Grant do you have?




Cost Reimbursable or Fixed Price?


Cost Reimbursable means we are being paid for each expense
posted and billed.
 Always know who is billing your grant



Fixed Priced agreement means we are being paid for work
preformed at a fixed cost.
 Typically billed by Department but read your agreement
 Example: Enrollment based agreements, where you are paid a
fixed amount per patient

Beware of agreements that say Cost reimbursable on
header but when you read them you find out they are not.

TYPES OF AWARDS
Invoicing
INV

Scheduled
SCH

Fixed Price
FP

Letter of Credit
LOC

Funding

Cost Reimbursed

Cost Reimbursed
Deliverables

Fixed Cost

Cost Reimbursed

Invoice Support

Usually Minimal

Usually Detailed on
Reports

Invoice, Deliverable or
sometimes Neither

None

Unspent Balances

Not Billed

Usually Returned

Retained

Not Drawn

Rebudgeting

Usually Yes

Usually Restricted

Usually Yes

Usually Yes

Interest

Not Billed

MAYBE

No

No

READ YOUR AGREEMENTS TO BE SURE

FUND NUMBER
FUND

Type

Form of Agreement

Most common
form of Billing

610

Federal

Grant, Cooperative Agreement,
Contract

Letter of Credit
(LOC) except
Contracts those are
Invoiced

620

Federal Flow-Thru

Typically FDP sub-agreement

Invoice by ASRSP

630

State and State flow thru

Contract

Invoice by ASRSP

640

Clinical Trials

Contract

Usually Invoiced by
Department

650

Other

Contract

Invoiced by ASRSP

191

Mandatory Cost sharing

Dept. is owner. Sponsor is either
Dept. or Possibly College

Paid by Transfer
Journal

192

Over the Cap Salaries
Cost Sharing
(Salary only)

Dept. is owner and sponsor

Paid by Transfer
Journal

193

Voluntary Cost Sharing

Dept. is owner, sponsor is dept.
or Possibly College

Paid by Transfer
Journal

FIXED PRICED AGREEMENTS- AREAS OF
CONCERN
Normally F/P agreements are least to worry about but you
should watch the following.
 Not billing =No Revenue. Worse thing is that there are
expenditures. Watch your awards
 Some are open ended (no End date), NU will give you a 3
year grant period and then you either get it extended or
closed.



Close out notices will go out in year 3.
What happens if on an open end date the sponsor decides to
close the award in year 2?




Most likely not billed
Most likely expense posted thus loss of funds
To have a bilateral close with the sponsor
 Bill every Monthly or Quarterly
 Make sure they are paying you
 Make sure you submit deliverables.
 Review your award thoroughly at least once a year
 Don’t ignore these either!

FIXED PRICED BALANCE
F/P agreement allows department to keep the
balance unless the agreement states otherwise
 Dept. should be spending at a minimum 75% of the
budgeted dollars otherwise it raises a red flag




Try to capture the salary expenses committed on these
awards when you can.

When a grant has ended and all expenses are
finalized ASRSP will contact you about the balance.
Please provide…
 Non-sponsored chart-string for direct costs (can be
dept. id or PI 172 chart string)
 Dean will receive the associated F & A for the
balance


HYBRID AWARDS


Mixture of Fixed Priced and Cost Reimbursable
These are sent in order to meet committed salary (Cost
reimbursable portion) and allow for payments on
enrollment /deliverable milestones.
 One AWARD ID, multi projects.


One project will be set up for the committed salary and is billed
by ASRSP
 Another project for the enrollments and is billed by department
 Require good set up, I think we worked out the bugs.
 Requires good communication between RA and GCFA


FOUNDATIONS
Typically Scheduled with Reporting Requirements
 Few may require ASRSP pay interest
 PI signs Reports before GCFA supervisor
 Do not send reports to sponsor without all
signatures.


SUBCONTRACTS AREA OF CONCERN
Short reporting deadlines
 Require you to be on your toes about expenses
 Carryover is now less common, many are
restricting carryover more and more
 Agreements are tricky sometimes. If you get a nonFDP agreement read it carefully


RECONCILING BUDGET STATEMENT
What are you doing?
 What you should be doing




Review GL008 (Detailed report)
Benefit to the grant and Cost principals (Allowable, Allocable
etc…)
 Do you have a charge on the GL008 you did not expect




Did all budgeted or planned expenses post?
Is the payroll posting correctly? Use PED /FASIS Query
 Are all recharge expenses posting as expected? (normally 1
month in arrears)
 If someone is shopping at stores (like VWR), make them
aware of end date of a grant.
 If you have a subcontract, is the Subcontractor billing you
timely? (normally 1 month in arrears)
 Tuition and Stipends encumbered and Posting?


GL008 REVIEW (CONTINUED)


Are expenses on correct account codes


watch 75720 items
 Look for errors


Unusual items posting? (Bookstore charges etc…)


verify unlike circumstances are documented

Is your grant being charged for Administrative
Salary or over time? If it is….do you have
permission to do this?
 Cost sharing posting correctly?
 Watch Large dollar purchases – auditors do.


GL008 -DETAIL

GM045 (SUMMARY) REVIEW


Review the GM045 Are the expenses falling in
line with the Budget you established on the
proposal.


Compare the Budget details you created during
proposal to GM045
Is someone over spending in on category and what are you
going to do about it?
 Spending plans need to be checked.
 Are their encumbrances or expenses missing that you need
to make sure to monitor so you don’t give a PI the wrong
balance?


GM045 BUDGET STATEMENT- SUMMARY

GIVING A PI A BALANCE



Use a Closed Budget Statement
Take the Total Remaining balance on a statement subtract
sum of missing expenses plus missing fringe (needs to be
calculated) = Total costs available.






Sum of (Missing Encumbrances, Missing Cost transfers, Missing
Payroll yet to be adjusted, Missing tuition, Missing Equipment,
Missing recharge center exp., Missing whatever else was budgeted but
just not yet processed) x F & A rate

Total Cost Available divided by 1+rate (in decimal
form = Direct Costs
Direct costs are what the PI wants but I would still
round DOWN.
Ex: You have a 100K grant so far you have spent 80K.
Missing expenses total 10K, F & A rate is 54.5



20K -10K - (10k X .545 = 5,450.00) = 4,550 Total costs
available.
4,550 /1.545 = 2,944.98 direct costs left.

CALCULATING PI BALANCE (EASY)


Use a spreadsheet!


Indirect Cost Checker

PAYROLL RECONCILIATION
GL008 can’t be used to reconcile payroll details
 Not everyone who has access to GM045 or GL008
has access to payroll So Reconciling payroll
maybe the job of specific person in your
department.
 PED (Payroll Expense Distribution)




Vista/Cognos Report

FASIS Query
 Should be reconciled MONTHLY, alongside
GM045


RESTRICTED CARRYOVER
Carryover that is prohibited by the sponsor from one year to
another
 GCFA should restrict the balance after a report is completed
on 78811
If not please call them on it
 A report or invoice is typically due that helps obtain a figure




Work with OSR to request permission to use it






Requires approved report in many cases

On incoming subcontracts: When carryover is denied make
sure it is removed correctly
When it is approved - talk with your GO about appropriation
You should know what is in 78811 account code and why

EXAMPLE OF COMMON MISUNDERSTANDING

THINGS TO LEARN FROM PREVIOUS SLIDE
You will have an F & A deficit or surplus balance when you don’t’
spend as budgeted.

1.

Not a problem for awards that allow re-budgeting, therefore a problem only
for those awards that don’t allow re-budgeting.
 Be careful not to tell the PI the direct balance only when you have large
indirect costs surplus or deficits (such as example)


2.

Budget Overview will not encumber F & A

3.

Budget Overview treats travel expenses as Paid out but could still
be in the approval process

4.

Budget overview will show expenses that posted same day

5.

GM045 has information only as of the night before

6.

RA’s need to care about Total Costs


Your PI will only care about Direct (that’s fine) so long as you are
watching the total costs for him….Someone has too.

LITTLE THINGS


When asking for assistance always be specific
What grant are you talking about? Provide a Award ID
(SP#) and Project number (600xxxx)
 General advice is dangerous


Advice or unusual situations provided for one grant
can’t always be applied to another grant -- Sorry 
 Exceptions provided on one grant should not be
applied to other grants without another special
requests
 Don’t Rush every thing
 Don’t be afraid to ask questions


BEST DEPARTMENTS WILL


Have good communication between Business staff and
Research Administration Staff.




Lots of Respect, Trust and Discussion

When an RA is overwhelmed the there is someone who steps up
and helps the RA. Many times it’s the BA/DA (Business
Admin/Division Admin). They will help with closeout or the
financial/business side. If not they have back up where other
RA’s substitute for on another.


Each division at FSM is different but it requires some planning to get
this going



Will meet with GCFA once in a while to discuss portfolio



Find the way to make it work with compliance in mind

DISCUSSION

